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Abstract

We present MIA, a data marketplace which enables massive parallel processing of data from
the Web. End users can combine both text mining and database operators in a structured query
language called MIAQL. MIA offers many cost savings through sharing text data, annotations,
built-in analytical functions and third party text mining applications. Our demonstration show-
cases MIAQL and its execution on the platform for the example of analyzing political campaigns.

1 Introduction

Data-driven services and data marketplaces are young phenomena (Schomm et al., 2013). Commonly
known commercial examples are Factual.com for location-related data, Amazon as a marketplace for
infrastructure and data, and Microsoft’s datamarket.azure.com. These marketplaces offer common data
flow and service characteristics (Muschalle et al., 2012). MIA is such a marketplace, it offers data driven
services in the area of natural language processing in combination with business intelligence services for
analyzing more than 600 million pages of the German language Web (from 2013-2014). The user can
combine linguistic components with standard SQL operators in data execution pipes to create new data
sets. The marketplace permits the user to keep the insightful data exclusive or to grant access permissions
to other users for data, annotation services or pipelines. MIA enables to turn the Web, a particular rich
source of information using extraction, processing and enrichment tasks (e.g., parsing or semantically
annotating) into a valuable knowledge resources to support various business intelligence (BI) tasks. Such
tasks are exemplified by the following questions from the area of political campaign analysis:

• What is the polarity (sentiment) associated with events found in online news media?
• Which newspapers are biased in the last years towards certain political parties?

The MIA project started in 2011, since then we observed many similar queries and demands from sales
departments (monitor and identify leads that soon will buy a car), human resources (identify professionals
with capabilities in text mining), market research (monitor the effectiveness of a campaign) as well as
product development (incorporate feedback from customers into the development process).

1.1 Background
Transforming huge volumes of text into structured information that is suitable and useful for empowering
applications in heterogeneous and previously unknown application areas is a challenge. MIA addresses
this using own and third party research in the areas of text mining and distributed databases.

Single system for analytical and NLP tasks. The parse tree database (PTDB) by Tari (2012) stores
dependency tagged sentences and retrieves subtrees with a key value index based on Lucene. MIA goes
drastically beyond this functionality. It enables GATE (gate.ac.uk) and UIMA (uima.apache.
org) developers to integrate their components. This greatly expands the available processing modules
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on the platform as existing pipelines can be easily incorporated into the marketplace. Furthermore,
it gives users the ability to store and retrieve lexical, syntactic and semantic annotations. The MIA
platform executes these components as user-defined functions in a massively parallel database, enables
the aggregation of resulting annotations with other data sources, such as in-house relational databases,
and conducts these operations, all in a single system. AnnoMarket (Tablan et al., 2013) is a marketplace
for executing GATE pipelines and permits to upload third party extractors, but lacks the functionality to
aggregate and join results. Rather, it requires the user to ship preliminary results to a database where the
user conducts advanced analytical tasks. However, companies may eschew the high investment risk and
the technical difficulties to ship and analyze hundreds of millions of documents.

Declarative languages for text mining. System-T (Chiticariu et al., 2010) includes AQL, a declarative
language for defining extractors through rules. MIAQL extends this idea with SQL predicates for sub-
queries, views, joins and for data crawling that operate on datasets represented as collections of nested
tuples. MIA’s data model incorporates a span-algebra and operators for processing sequences or trees
(Kilias et al., 2013). MIA also leverages our research for extracting relations (Akbik et al., 2012) and for
restricting attribute types (Kirschnick et al., 2013) which builds on the provided abstractions.

1.2 Our Contribution
MIAQL: Text mining and analytical tasks with a single structured query language. We demon-
strate how our declarative language MIAQL empowers end users to describe text mining tasks. MIAQL
also supports common SQL-92 operations, such as joins, views, sub-queries, aggregations and group by.
We showcase how our parallel execution framework compiles a MIAQL query into a dataflow represen-
tation and finally into a set of map/reduce tasks (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008).

Data marketplace for annotation services. We showcase how data providers can integrate data sets,
developers can share modules for text mining or data analytics, application vendors can offer specialized
applications and analysts can use the raw or annotated data for ad-hoc queries.

Optimizations for Web-scale corpora. We showcase on 600 million pages from the German language
Web how our parallel execution framework optimizes queries for distributed multi-core environments and
for file-, key-value- and column-based datastores, such as HBase1 or the Parquet.io2 file format.

2 Demonstration

Scenario: How biased are newspapers? Consider an analyst with the hypothesis that certain newspa-
pers bias their reports towards certain political parties. Listing 1 shows a set of queries for determining
such a bias. For solving this task the analyst must first obtain a news corpus, either by crawling or by
buying and downloading the documents. Next, the analyst formulates a query for spotting sentences
that mention a politician and computes the subjectivity. Finally, the analyst counts these tuples over all
documents, groups them by the newspaper/party, aggregates the subjectivity and sorts the results.

2.1 Execution Environment for the Obtain-Annotate-Join-Aggregate-Process
This and many other monitoring processes follow the same schema: Obtaining already exclusive data,
such as fresh data, and make data even more exclusive by complementing (joining), aggregating and
sorting it. Nearly every company uses similar processes in the data warehouse on relational data but not
on text data from the Web. MIA supports this process now also on hundreds of millions of Web pages
with the following technologies:

Simple SQL interface for analysts. MIAQL provides standard SQL-92 statements for data aggrega-
tion, such as COUNTS, MIN, MAX, AVG, GROUP BY, including sub-queries and views. As a result,
MIAQL presents a familiar environment for data analysts and reduces the necessity to learn a new query
language. For example, listing 1 shows aggregations for counting and averaging the subjectivity for each

1https://hbase.apache.org (Last visited: 16/5/2014)
2http://parquet.io (Last visited: 16/5/2014)
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1 CREATE VIEW sentences AS
2 SELECT srcName,text,unnest(splitSentences(text)) AS sentence
3 FROM news2013;
4
5 CREATE VIEW sentencesWithPOSTags AS
6 SELECT *,annotatePOSTags(sentence) AS posTags
7 FROM sentences;
8
9 CREATE VIEW sentencesWithSubjectivity AS

10 SELECT *,isSentenceSubjective(text,sentence,posTags) AS
sentenceSubjective

11 FROM sentencesWithPOSTags;
12
13 CREATE VIEW sentencesWithEntities AS
14 SELECT *,unnest(annotateEntites(sentence, posTags)) AS entity
15 FROM sentencesWithSubjectivity;
16
17 CREATE VIEW filterSentencesWithPoliticians AS
18 SELECT

srcName,party,politician,booleanToInt(sentenceSubjective)
AS subjectivity

19 FROM sentencesWithEntities AS s
JOIN politicians AS p ON s.uri=p.uri;

20
21 SELECT srcName,party,politician,COUNT(*), AVG(subjectivity)
22 FROM filterSentencesWithPoliticians
23 GROUP BY srcName, party, politician;

Listing 1: The listing shows a set of views in MIAQL
for correlating mentions of politicians in newspapers and
detecting whether the reporting is subjective. The MIAQL
optimizer compiles this into an execution plan, see Figure 1
for an example.
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Figure 1: MIA supports user defined
functions, optimizes equi, theta and
cross joins into local, broadcast and
repartitioning joins and supports com-
mon aggregate functions of SQL-92.

newspaper and politician/party pair. The query is transparently compiled into the data flow description
language Pig Latin (Olston et al., 2008). This allows programs defined in MIAQL to be processed in a
massively parallel way on a Hadoop system (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). Figure 1 highlights the execu-
tion plan for the sample MIAQL query, which uses different data sources, processes them by executing
a chain of annotators, joins the results and aggregates them to produce the final answer.

Reuse base annotators and user defined annotators. We observed from our users the need to enrich
raw data with linguistic annotations at various levels. Users of the platform might be interested in named
entities and their referents, topic labels or sentiment judgements for which they need to run specialized
annotators. These annotators in turn might also depend on other levels of linguistic analysis. To prevent
multiple processing of the same data with the same tools, the MIA platform crawls raw data and anno-
tates it on ingestion at the most common linguistic levels. Multiple users can access these annotations
across their projects and can thus save costs. For example, MIA performs sentence splitting, tokeniza-
tion, lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, named-entity recognition and a document-specific topic
detection for each document. Other processing steps such as dependency parsing or entity linking (Kem-
merer et al., 2014) can be applied on the fly at query time. Analysts may reuse this data in domain specific
annotation functions. In the above listing the subjectivity analysis function reuses for example sentence
boundaries and part-of-speech tags. The system executes such transformations as user-defined functions.
Multiple functions are grouped into logical modules and registered on the platform for reuse, each with
an associated description and a schema mapping from input to output tuples.

Complement Web data with in-house data. MIA permits users to upload in-house data to the dis-
tributed file system with restricted visibility. Our users join this data with the goal of complementing
with existing data. For example, in the listing above a list of German politicians is joined with the list of
extracted sentences to filter out all sentences that are not mentioning one of the defined politicians.

3 Lessons Learned

Data freshness, completeness and veracity. MIA’s strongest asset is the ability to complement exist-
ing (possibly exclusive) in-house data with ‘signals’ from the Web, avoiding huge data set shipments.
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Figure 2: This figure shows the architecture of the marketplace. It contains the repository for data sets
and text mining code modules. Developers can upload text mining modules, content providers can upload
data sets and grant selected analysts reuse permissions. The application provides analysts with a Web
interface for browsing the repository, authoring new MIAQL queries and downloading analytic results.
Queries are transparently compiled into Pig Latin and executed on the distributed platform.

The Pig-Latin-based query processing engine provides users with answers within minutes. Currently, our
users tolerate these answering times, for example for monitoring applications. However, users also often
request fresh (minutes- hours) data, for tighter feedback loop integrations. Realizing short updates and
low latency response times are research topics of the project, as well as delivering higher level insights
beyond tabular reports, such as automated visualization and result clustering.

Cloud-based one-stop-shop marketplace vs. on-premise solution. Users can protect their data, func-
tionality and processing results. However, some require running the MIA platform ‘behind their fire-
walls’. Currently, they need to ‘download’ the processed results and execute the join in-house with their
‘secret’ data. For these users, we investigate operations for selecting the likely minimal and fresh but
still highly complete data sets, such as Löser et al. (2013).

4 Current Status

The marketplace is currently available in private beta mode and accessible via a Web UI, which is dis-
played in Figure 3. Users can author, execute and monitor new jobs as well as inspect and download the
results, while developers can create and upload new processing modules. New modules can be created
by adhering to a simple tuple based processing interface defined by the platform, which greatly reduces
the friction of writing new modules and leveraging existing text pipelines. The available public datasets
are constantly expanded by continuously crawling the German Web, uploading new news articles and
incorporating new social media posts.

While the project is targeted at providing large scale processing for German language texts, the core
software platform is not tied to a particular language. All language specific contributions are packaged
into separate data and processing modules. Supporting a new language sums up to creating and uploading
new data and algorithm packages. More information as well as a demonstration video for MIA can
be found at the project website www.neofonie.de/forschung/mia. We furthermore encourage
requesting a demo login to the system.
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Figure 3: This figure shows the sophisticated execution environment presented by the MIA platform.
The Web-driven UI supports the analysts with query authoring, data and function modules browsing as
well as job monitoring and results download.
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